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IMF and World Bank Protests Occur Near GW Law
BY JAMES CHA NG

Assistant News Editor

in the face of South American countries
potentially seeking alternative aid from
initiatives of Hugo Chavez in Venezu
ela, who chose not to attend this year's
meeting. Reports were also given on ag
ricultural and clean energy development,
as well as a modified long-term strategy
for the World Bank to clarify its role and
maintain its usefulness for its stated goal
of stabilizing fragile countries.
The protests themselves were fo
cused at traditional protest sites, includ
ing Murrow Park at 18th and H Streets
and the U.S. Immigration and Customs
Enforcement headquarters. In addition
this year, on Friday night, the protesters
marched to Georgetown, which protes
tors considered a seat of capitalism and
elitism.
Several shops, given warning of the
potential protest, closed for the night and
boarded up their windows. There was
some property damage in the form of
overturned garbage cans and newspaper
boxes and a report of a woman apparently
injured by a thrown brick, as well as a bro
ken window to the Abercrombie and Fitch
store. Arrests were made in conjunction
with marchers who allegedly assaulted a
motorist on a scooter.

On Oct. 19-22, barriers were set up
around the World Bank and International
Monetary Fund (IMF) due to scheduled
protests which called for a variety of
tactics to be used. The protests were
scheduled in conjunction with the World
Bank and IMF meetings. The buildings
of both organizations are neighbors of
GW Law.
Vehicular traffic was prohibited in
the area defined by boundaries of 17th
to 20th Streets to the west and east, and
I ("Eye") and F Streets to the north and
south, respectively. On Monday, this area
was reduced in size down to Pennsylvania
Avenue on the north side. Restrictions on
pedestrians, primarily excluded by metal
barriers, included the 600, 700, and 800
blocks of 18th Street, 19th Street, and 20th
Street; the 1700, 1800, 1900, and 2000
blocks of G Street; and the 1900 block
of H Street.
The World Bank and IMF meetings
this year had the agenda of reestablishing
the institutions' legitimacy and relevancy.
The legitimacy concern was in part be
cause of the departure of former president
The barriers consisted primarily of
Paul Wolfowitz. The relevancy concern is metal fencing surrounding the buildings

of the World Bank and IMF, and some of
the other city blocks listed. Buses, garbage
trucks, and concrete road obstructions
were also used at street intersections.
Certain access vehicle points, such as the
one in front of the law school yard, were
blocked with mobile gates that crossed
the width of a street, and were manned
by police officers who could raise or lower
the gate as needed.
The Law School has not found any
physical damage from the experience or
collateral damage from the barricades.
Dean Thomas Morrison, Senior As
sociate Dean for Administrative Affairs at
the Law School, noted that, in response
to the protests, "We didn't allow student
groups to have events in the building over
the weekend. There was restricted access
to the parking lots and into the area round
the Law School."
Regarding the barricades them
selves, Morrison remarked that, "On 20th
and H in past years they had barricades
up so that there was no passage on the
sidewalk on 20th Street. They walled
the place off about half way through the
quad. As compared to prior years, it was
much less disruption."
Morrison added, "There was some
inconvenience but not overly burdensome
inconvenience."

Students were able to reach the Law
School over the weekend, but not without
some hindrance. 2L Steven Satterfield said
that he "was late for a meeting because of
the barriers. ... I had to circumnavigate
the campus, and approach from an uncov
ered southern position."
Satterfield continued, "I kept think
ing how the display of security was
grossly disproportionate to the threatened
harms... and I didn't like being scrutinized
by the cops. I had planned to do it up right
in Gtown that night, but ended up having
to settle for a considerably less glamorous
evening in Dupont Circle."
Conversely, 2Ls Rebecca Pereira
and Arielle Pacer both commented that
the barricades had minimal effect on
them. Pereira noted that she approaches
school from the opposite direction of
the World Bank and IMF, and so was
not inconvenienced in reaching the Law
School
Pacer observed, " I really wasn't
affected. It was over the weekend and I
don't have a car and do not drive around
the city."
The annual meeting of the World
Bank and IMF is scheduled on a weekend
in part to reduce the impact of protesters
and street closures on the daily function
ing of Washington, DC.

ELA Co-Hosts Seminar

GW JProfessor Wirxs Pri^re

Focusing on Global Warming

for Environmental Law

BY KATIE E ARNEST

Staff Writer

On Nov. 1, the Environmental Law
Association (ELA) at the Law School
co-hosted a seminar entitled "Climate
Change and the Constitution: Global
Warming Litigation Heats Up."
Along with the Environmental Law
Institute (ELI), a self-proclaimed indepen
dent, non-partisan environmental educa
tion and policy research center, and in
partnership with the National Association
of Environmental Law Societies and the
Georgetown Law Center Environmental
Law Society, the ELA invited Washington-area lawyers and law students to the
Law School to discuss issues affecting
U.S. climate change policy. Participants
convened to take part in two panels: "The
Federal Courts Step Back: Political Ques
tion Doctrine and Standing" and "State
Innovation on Climate Change: Statutory
and Foreign Policy Preemption."
The aim of the seminar, according
to ELI, was to bring about attention to
and discussion concerning constitutional
issues affecting current climate change
policy and case law, particularly in the
wake of recent judicial rulings concern
ing climate change, such as the Supreme
Court's decision in Massachusetts v. EPA
and other decisions emerging from federal
district courts around the country.
The program "drew a full house
in the Burns Moot Court Room," said
Lee C. Paddock, Associate Dean for
Environmental Studies, who moderated
the second panel on state innovation on
climate change.
Leslie Carothers, ELI President,
moderated the first panel, whose featured

speakers included John Echeverria,
Executive Director of the Environ
mental Law & Policy Institute at the
Georgetown University Law Center;
Joseph Guerra of Sidley Austin LLP;
and Benjamin Krass of the Law Offices
of Matthew Pawa. The panelists for
the second panel were Charles Haake
of Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP;
Kevin Leske of the Vermont Attorney
General's Office; and Doug Kendall of
the Community Right's Counsel.
Dean Paddock noted that the
two panels discussed topics including
issues of standing, the political ques
tion doctrine and the ways in which
constitutional limits are being used to
constrict states' litigation and legisla
tion regarding climate change. He said
that the panels also addressed federal
and foreign policy preemption "in cases
involving nuisance litigation by several
states against the highest carbon emit
ting power generating companies;.. .by
California against automobile compa
nies seeking reduction in C02 emis
sions; and... by automobile companies
to prevent Vermont from imposing C02
emissions limits on new automobiles."
Dean Paddock also noted that
the discussion generated questions and
debate concerning current U.S. climate
change policy, and specifically said that
"several questions focused on how diffi
cult it is for courts to deal with complex
scientific and policy issues in nuisance
cases involving climate change, perhaps
leading the courts to turn to the politi
cal question doctrine. Questions were
also raised about the extent of states'

ELA continued on page 2.

Professor of International Law at GW
Law, was recognized for both of these
Staff Writer
reasons.
Prof. Shelton was one of a group
GW Law professor Dinah L. Shelbrought
together by the World Conserva
ton received the Elizabeth Haub Prize
tion
Union
to draft a global charter deal
for Environmental Law on Thursday,
ing
with
environmental
issues, which had
October 25,2007 at a ceremony in Brus
been
an
ongoing
effort
by
environmental
sels. Prof. Shelton called the experience
agencies
since
the
1970s.
Prof. Shelton
"humbling" as she is the sixth American
personally
drafted
the
commentary
for
and the second woman to receive the
the
charter.
gold medal for the award.
Prof. Shelton was also recognized
Prof. Shelton has been part of the
for
her
work researching the connection
GW Law School faculty since 2004. She
between
human rights and environmental
currently teaches International Law of
protection,
the topic of her presentation
Human Rights and International Law
at
the
award
ceremony. Prof. Shelton said
in Domestic Cpurts. Before teaching at
that
the
intersection
of human rights and
GW, she was a professor at Notre Dame
environmental
protection
is an emerging
Law School. Prof. Shelton has also writ
topic
in
environmental
law.
"The most
ten two books, Protecting Human Rights in
the Americas and Remedies in International fundamental right is the right to live, and
Human Rights Law. Prof. Shelton serves it doesn't matter if the government shoots
on the boards of many human rights you or poisons your drinking water," she
and environmental organizations and is said.
According to Prof. Shelton, the
an editor for the American Journal of
intersection
of human rights and environ
International Law and a counselor for
mental
impact
ranges from the impact of
the American Society of International
refugees
on
the
environment to the rights
Law.
of
indigenous
people
to control their land
The Elizabeth Haub Prize for En
and
resources
or
the
disparate effects of
vironmental Law was created in 1973
the
tsunami
in
Soufheast
Asia.
and is awarded by the International
Prof.
Shelton
learned
that she would
Council of International Law and the
be
receiving
the
award
on
her birthday,
Free University of Brussels. Elizabeth
and
calls
it
"a
good
birthday
present."
Haub, for whom the award was named,
At
the
end
of
the
ceremony,
it was
was a philanthropist who was involved
announced
that
the
next
winner
of
the
in European environmental law and
Elizabeth
Haub
Prize
would
be
David
policy. The Elizabeth Haub Foundation
states the award may be given for "a Freestone, a professional lecturer in law
positive contribution to the development who teaches International Environmental
and promotion of environmental law" Law at GW Law. Prof. Shelton said this
or "an initiative leading to a new con will make GW Law "unique in history"
cept or idea in the field of environmental as the first school to have two professors
law." Prof. Shelton, the Manatt/Ahn win the prize.
BY SARAH MARTIN
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From Halloween to Fun in the Snow
SB.4 Communications Director
The SBA will still be working
through finals and winter break, hoping
to build on the success of the Halloween
Festival by kicking off 2008 with a great
ski trip.
Students have given the SBA posi
tive reviews of the Halloween Festival,
one of its most popular events. More

Matt Rizzolo and their guests won Most
Creative Costume, dressed as contestants
on the Nickelodeon game show Double
Dare. The group had significant inspira
tion behind the costumes.
Rizzolo said, "I grew up watching
Double Dare at my grandparents' house. I
am just disappointed we couldn't find any
slime to make it more interesting."
3Ls Elisa Kantor, Carolina Chavez,
Jolene Kramer, Tanja Olano and Miriam

Reznik took the Best Group Costume
than 730 people attended the party at
award with their tribute to the McDon
Avenue.
ald's characters. 2L Mike Rodriguez won
The SBA's planning of this year's
Best Overall Costume. Rodriguez was a
event focused on avoiding some of the
Ghostbuster, and his costume was com
problems of last year's event. The Pro
plete with a proton pack.
gramming Committee carefully selected
The SBA also announces the 2008
the vendors for the club event, and worked
edition of its annual ski trip. This is a
to make sure everyone involved under
chance for students to get out to West
stood the details of the plan.
Virginia and get together for some fun in
SBA Vice President of Program
the snow.
ming Janelle Iturbe said, "I felt our
SBA President Bryan King empha
vendors were great; they were efficient
sized that even though it's called a ski trip,
and attentive to our needs, especially
it is planned for any students who want
considering the bad weather."
to have a good time, and skiing is not
The feedback the SBA has received
required. The event is scheduled for the
so far indicates that students noticed the
Martin Luther King, Jr. holiday weekend,
improvement.
Jan. 18-21.
Jon Montcalm, 2L, said, "It was
The SBA will start selling tickets
much better than last year."
soon to determine how many cabins
This year's event featured costume
to reserve. They will be available at the
competitions with prizes for excellence in
first floor information desk from Nov. 12
multiple categories. 3Ls Kaitlin Dunne,
through Nov. 15.

ELA
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ability to work with foreign countries
on greenhouse gas reduction (as several
states have now done) without entering
the foreign policy arena reserved for the
federal government."
Deborah Attwood, Secretary of
the ELA, stated, "We were very pleased
with the number of attendees and hope
to host similar events in the future. ELA
is working to raise the profile of GW's
environmental law program and working
with organizations such as ELI is a great
way to achieve that goal."
The "Climate Change and the Con
stitution" event was part of a nationwide
series of seminars facilitated by the ELI
with the aim of promoting the under
standing of legal, policy, and management
matters concerning climate change law.
Past seminars have examined issues of
carbon neutrality and the climate's impact

On October 4th in Duluth, Minne versity of Oregon, has similarly motioned
sota, the Recording Industry Association to quash this type of discovery.
The reliability of identification has
of America (RIAA) won its first fully tried
court case against an average music down- also been a problem for the RIAA in
its lawsuits; it
loader. In Capitol
once filed suit
Records v. Thomas,
BY JAMES CHANG
against a de
the jury found that
ceased grand
Jammie Thomas
had willfully in
mother who
fringed the record
didn't own a
label's copyright on 24 songs.
computer. Normally though, in cases
The jurors interpreted the statutory where the RIAA has evidentiary difficulty
damages for each act of infringement to be with its chosen defendants, it moves for
$9,250, for a total of $222,000 in damages. dismissal without prejudice, avoiding the
Thomas, a 30-year old single mother, is possibility of losing at trial.
probably not going to be able to pay any
However, there are cases with poor
thing close to these damages. However, evidence that have been dismissed with
the precedent established in this federal prejudice, exonerating the defendants,
district court case, if not overturned on ap and leading to the recovery of dam
peal, is most likely the reward the record ages. This January in Oklahoma, Debbie
companies actually
Foster won attorney's
wanted. With a suc
fees from the RIAA
cessful prosecution
after being named the
behind them, future
prevailing party in the
With a successful
suits brought by the
prejudiced dismissal.
prosecution behind them, And in June, Atlantic
RIAA will be able
future suits brought by
v. Andersen, the case
to increase the pres
against
Tanya Ander
sure on defendants to
the RIAA will be able
sen, a disabled single
accept a discounted
to increase the pressure mother in Oregon,
settlement for fear
of greater damages.
on defendants to accept was dismissed with
Andersen is
However, this con
a discounted settlement prejudice.
now continuing with
vergence of facts
for fear of greater
tha't found the record
her counter-claims that
companies victorious
include racketeering,
damages. However, this
may not be easy to
fraud, and deceptive
convergence of facts
replicate.
business practices.
The key fact
that found the record
The valid con
that seems to have
cern
of
the recording
convinced the jury companies victorious may industry to stop media
was that Thomas was
not be easy to replicate. piracy does not retain
identified as having
the moral high ground
a 13-year history of
easily when the wrong
using the pseudonym
defendants are target
"tereastarr" on the Internet. Thomas ed, and when the means used to find the
was shown to be computer savvy and the defendants are overbroad. Even with the
"Kaaza" user tereastarr that the complaint win against Thomas, 24 songs worth of pi
was originally directed at shared similar racy seems trivial compared to the billions
musical tastes to Thomas. It is difficult to of dollars of loss the recording companies
deny that Thomas probably is in fact the claim as their damage from piracy. It is
person that the RIAA intended to target also difficult to gauge how many parties
through the tereastarr identity. Important have settled with the RIAA, choosing to
ly though, the jury instructions included avoid- litigation, and how many of the
that making music available was sufficient settlements truly stem from piracy as op
for infringement; before revision, proof of posed to despondent resignation of facing
distribution was required for infringement a plaintiff with massive resources.
to be found.
A complaint filed by the RIAA
Suits filed by the record companies against 16-year old Robert Santangelo is
against alleged music downloaders have based on the oath of Santangelo's former
met with some significant resistance, best friend, who himself entered a copy
particularly with regard to the protection right settlement with the record labels.
of identity. A primary tactic used by the The oath stipulates that the former best
RIAA since 2003 has been to file "John friend did not download music, but that
Doe" suits against IP addresses follow five years ago, the 11-year old Santangelo
ing ex parte discovery, then acquiring the did. Santangelo is also fighting the suit,
personal information relating to those IP calling the RIAA a "cartel," but no matter
addresses. Before, the RIAA could di the outcome, the value of such testimony
rectly demand personal user information is unseemly at best.
from Internet Service Providers without
Thomas' loss stands alone for the
a court order; this was stopped by the DC moment, and there is no guarantee that
District Court.
another proof-of-identity will be as com
Both methods carry the concern pelling, nor that another judge will give
that potential defendants will have no no similar jury instructions. Thomas does
tice or opportunity to defend themselves plan to appeal, and is currently selling
before litigation is filed against them. This items such as thong underwear and dog
creates a greater risk of default judgment; t-shirts to raise funds to attempt to pay the
a current case by the RIAA against "John damages. But given the multitude qf cases
Doe" students at the College of William and motions by the RIAA, and the resis
& Mary lacks records of service to the col tance to them, only one thing seems cer
lege or the defendants. In Massachusetts, tain: this litigation will continue for a very
a Boston University student is challeng long time and the traditional anonymity
ing this John Doe practice. The Attorney of the Internet may slowly give way to this
General of Oregon, on behalf of The Uni- and other similar legal concerns.

Intellectually Problematic

MANAGING EDITOR

BY WILLIAM SC HMIDT

The Next Round of the
Copyfight

on securities disclosures.
The next ELI seminar to be hosted
in Washington, DC is entitled "Keeping
the Lights On: Financing New Power
Generating Capacity Under Potential
Carbon Emission Regulation" and will
be on Nov. 28 at the ELI Center.
The ELA is a student-run organi
zation at the Law School and is also a
member of the National Association of
Environmental Law Societies. In addition
to hosting and participating in several
environmental law events throughout the
year, the ELA holds general meetings for
members, hosts environmental career
panels, organizes an annual white water
rafting excursion, and a sponsors a "Meet
the Professors Night" for students who
want to meet prospective professors and
learn more about environmental courses
at the law school in addition to career
opportunities concerning environmental
law practice in Washington, DC.
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OPINION

The Breakup of the Political
Family
Conservatives enjoy lamenting the tests inapplicable to reality.
breakup of the traditional family. Little
All this is a long wind-up for a col
did they realize that in so doing, they umn that was supposed to be about the
would break up the political family that Democratic primary field. Yet their narra
kept them in power.
tives do not exist in a vacuum. They must
You see, Mommy and Daddy are
provide visions that counter a warped
trading places and the kids are confused conservative one.
as hell. This is the underlying fault line
In contrast to the Republican field,
in the Republican Party and the biggest the Democratic candidates, for the most
opening for Democrats in years. I'm part, agree on the substance. Addressing
talking mostly about branding, and cap universal healthcare and energy indeturing an abstract concept.
pendence are questions of
Thy name is Responsibility,
BY JOSHUA TEITELBAUM "how," not "if." Ending the
and the vital center calls to
>t
r
war in Iraq is a question of
"when we," not "will we."
Reaching its height of
The question of talking to
absurdity with George Lakoff's Moral the leaders of hostile nations abroad is
Politics, the parable of the Democrats as a matter of degree, not an alternative to
the Mommy Party and the Republicans "force first." There are important differ
as the Daddy Party goes something ences in the candidates' respective policy
like this: Republicans, the strict father, plans. But on the goals there is largely
will keep you secure, and Democrats, consensus.
With difficulty in drawing distinc
the nurturing parent, will coddle you
with welfare. Kitchen table issues, tions on the substance, the press and
like education and health care, were candidates resort to personal character
for Democrats. Foreign policy was for istics to draw distinctions (not like the
media needed it to be relevant to justify
Republicans.
Yet„ Republicans abandoned this its fluff coverage). As a result, biography,
not demography (as the saying goes), is
perception (not to mention a mostly
presidential-election-winning combi destiny.
Personal identity acts as a basis for
nation) over the last seven years due
to a litany of charges that need not be people to judge which of the candidates
repeated here. The two pillars on which can follow through on his or her prom
ises. The narratives of their lives are the
this ridiculous gender dichotomy rested
are now up for grabs: the budget and narratives of their campaigns. They don't
simply ask us to look at their history to
national security.
see how they've done. They're asking us
Fiscal responsibility is a thing

thee.

On the Left

of the past in the Republican Party,

with Bush outspending even LBJ. And

to see ourselves in them, and to see them

as America.
Of the top three, John Edwards'
life and campaign narrative are of the
oldest vintage. By
mi in mi
'in now familiar to all,

this is not just in defense. Education,
agriculture, highway construction and
a new prescription drug
benefit have increased
discretionary spending
Fiscal responsibility is
more than any time since
1
the Great Society pro° J
grams of the 1960 s And
the Republican Party,

Edwards, the son of
a mill worker, grew
up to be the first in
his family to attend
all the while, taxes have
with Bush OUtspeilding college and became
the most successful
been cut (which means
even
LBJ.
lawyer
in the state.
lower revenue to actually
His
sympathies
for
pay for the spending, you
the
plight
of
the
crazy Lafifer curve lem
mings). A $9 trillion debt just forced the middle and working classes are rooted in
nation's comptroller general to diagnose his hometown and form the message of
his campaign. They also fire his populist
the country with "fiscal cancer" last
rhetoric and trade protectionist-leaning
week.
tendencies.
This is the Mid-20th Century
The country at large questions
Only-in-America
Story and the country
the trust it once placed in Republicans
is
fully
in
the
Information
Age.
to manage not just the economy, but its
Hillary's
narrative,
by
contrast, is
safety as well. On the PBS' Newshour,
the
All-Encompassing
Late
20th
Century
Fareed Zakaria explained, "It used to
Story.
With
formative
experiences
in the
be that you had to explain deterrence
radicalized
'60's
and
polarizing
'90's,
to the left. Now you have to explain
politics
is
a
battlefield
for
her.
Though
deterrence to the right." He was arguing
with Norman Podhoretz, leading neo- she may not be the feminist the right pro
conservative, recent guest of the White claims, to them she represents the liberal
they despised on campus and the ambi
House and current advisor to Rudolph
tious woman they thought represented
Giuliani.
the
break-up of the nuclear family. She
The Republicans are spending and
is
the
culture war candidate, whether she
threatening like there's no tomorrow.
wants
it or not. H<£r husband's presidency
Throw in the intolerance toward gays,
went
a
long way in breaking down the
and this isn't a strict father model, it's
Mommy/Daddy
dichotomy, but just as
a cranky grandpa. "Why aren't you
far
in
stoking
cultural
divisions. He talked
listening to me? The economy's fine,"
of
building
bridges
to
the twenty-first cen
he whines from his front porch rocking
tury
ten
years
ago.
Now
it's here.
chair. "Why aren't you afraid?" he yells,
Barack
Obama's
narrative
begins
as he shakes his fist in vain.
after
all
that,
and
like
all
the
gre
at
political
But the lesson the Republicans
learned from the 2006 midterms was narratives of the 20th century, it precedes
that they needed to be more conserva the country's collective experience. (Full
Disclosure: though it's not much of a
tive. Like torture, they have redefined
secret,
Barack's my guy). FDR once said
•the word in their own distorted image.
that
after
having spent two years telling
They're now applying enhanced inter
his
big
toe
to move, leading the country
rogation techniques to their candidates
through
depression
didn't seem so dauntto see if they pass interest group purity-

Who Will Lincoln's Party
Nominate
Many of the Republican Party's But it is plausible, considering the rest
faithful feel uneasy when they exam- of the field.
ine the resumes of the current field.
Rudolph Giuliani has had the staAlthough some of the candidates seem tus of frontrunner for the length of this
qualified, none has rallied strong sup- campaign. I have oft perceived his theme
port so far. Simultaneously, there is great to be peculiar: "Even though I don't
enthusiasm from the supporters of the believe in conservatism, it is the agenda
Democratic ffontrunners.
I am going to follow." In spite of this,
The mounting problem is that he does perform well in debates, and
none of the candidates has been able uses tricky arguments that sound better
to unite the base around a new idea or than those of John Kerry. However, demessage. This is something
spite his lead in the polls,
that Republicans have faced
BY MARL OWE DO MAIN
Giuliani could be the next
for a generation.
^
.
r> • / * Howard Dean. A prePresident Bush ran in
\JH tRe KIQM cipitous fall in the polls
2000 on a platform of comis plausible, particularly
passionate conservatism. He promised
when all the candidates begin to invest
to promote traditional values, lower more money in attack advertisements,
taxes, and privatize social programs.
Mitt Romney is the candidate
This message was a newer concept vying for the support of the orthodox
which managed to attract evangelicals right, but he has failed to convince
as well as moderates who like measured some of them of his credentials. If a
entitlements. The idea worked because candidate admits to having changed
Bush excited the base while softening the his mind on an issue, he ought to get
image of the stereotypical country club the benefit of the doubt. However, a
Republican.
middle-aged governor who undergoes
After the 2006 fiasco, many Repub- a fantastic ideological conversion in the
licans attempt to shape a message that course of a few years should be greeted
comes from the playbook of successful more skeptically. Although ahead in the
past elections. While this vision appeals Iowan polls, recent history shows that
to many, it seems at times to be stale, the Republican winner has failed many
Hopefully, one of the candidates can times to gain the nomination,
design an exciting new vision (and hire
Both Romney and Mike Huckabetter speechwriters).
bee, the former Arkansas governor, lack
For the record, I believe that John foreign policy experience. Huckabee,
McCain is probably the best candidate an articulate, likeable and intelligent
in the current field. I am a conservative candidate, would probably be the best
who has been critical of the Senator in
choice if we were not engaged in a war
the past. However, I th ink that he is also

the right candidate for this specific moment in our history.
McCain has three crucial attributes that America sourly needs: (1) an
excellent understanding of international
affairs and military strategy; (2) a commitment to more ethical government,
and in particular a commitment to end
earmarks; and (3) a strong interest in balancing the federal budget and lowering
the deficit. He also has a strong pro-life
record and wants to nominate originalist
judges to the federal bench.
Admittedly, some of the criticism
from conservatives is justifiable. The
McCain-Feingold Bill proved a terrible
piece of legislation. It failed to lessen
the political influence of overpowering
wealth, and the Supreme Court justifiably struck down parts of it. McCain also
made missteps on other issues, such as
immigration reform and the abuse of the
Senate filibuster on judicial nominees.
The Senator has a difficult task
ahead of him to persuade conservatives
that he deserves the Republican nomination. Elections are (sometimes) about
issues, and it is hard to get votes when
you make certain ideological diversions,
ing. JFK fought through World War II
before the eye-to-eye confrontation of the
Cuban Missile Crisis.
This is not to imply that Obama will
be the next FDR or JFK, but only to show
how personal experiences steeled them for
the collective experience of this country.
Obama's narrative is one of discovering
his own identity, a crisis that America will
soon face as it reassesses the decisions it
made in the fearful aftermath of a terrorist
attack and as it b ecomes a more diverse
nation.
Although we have little confidence
of what the America idea is, Obama
knows who he is. He has been forced since

against terrorism. But it seems difficult

to justify electing either one during a
time of international political distress.
This dearth of global understanding
could be a liability when targeting a
Democratic rival, because Republicans
usually have an advantage on national
security issues.
I almost forgot: Fred Thompson,
Mr. Senator, please stay in your current
job, (I really enjoy the show). Besides,
Robert Baer, a former Middle East CIA
operative briefly discussed Thompson in
his book See No Evil. According to Baer,
Thompson, a former member of the
Senate Intelligence Committee, was an
establishment politician who was uninterested in reforming the US intelligence
community. That description rules him
out in my estimation,
The candidates all have several
advantages as well as flaws. Despite
my criticism, I would choose any of
them over a corrupt former First Lady,
or inexperienced Senators from Illinois
or North Carolina. But for Republican
voters the difficult evaluation must be:
who is electable as well as authentically
conservative? My guess is as good as
yours.
youth to confront his identity. Despite
his exhortations on the stump that this
campaign is about the people and their
hopes, it is uniquely about him and his
biographical ability to put a new face on
America and restore its identity for the
21st century.
Luckily, for Democrats (and the
country), "change" does not mean reck
less youth and inexperience, but that the
grown-ups are back in town and ready to
lead. Biography is destiny and responsi
bility is the value to own. The question
Democratic primary voters must ask
-themselves is which narrative matches
the momertt.
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Guide to Students Rights and Responin the article itself.
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Amendment, the article stated that "the
"discrimination" against gays - as well
argument was not found to be compel
as its "discrimination" against women,
ling." Indeed, it was anything but, since
since they cannot serve in various combat
not a single justice was persuaded by
roles which are often the stepping stone
it.
to quick advancement - are legal, not
Moreover many newspapers,
illegal. Indeed, it's hard to see how any
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the military
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their exclusion, and almost 25%
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kind you use in addressing a slightly
biota Bene knows of a more authoritative
dull child, the chief justice explained
Pod» '*• woul d seem that there is no "law
that law students would not assume that
student solidarity for excluding military
their schools supported the military's
recruiters from the law school, and a clear
"don't ask, don't tell'' policy if they saw majority in favor of admitting them,
military recruiters on campus.
SIX: The article states the NSLA
USA TODAY: On Monday, the
"would abide by a future decision by the
Roberts-led high court delivered a simiUniversity General Counsel to bar mililarly resounding rebuff to a group of the *ar^ recruifrrs. This sentence is almost
nation's law schools. ... as the liberals
certainly wrong, since the University
and conservatives on the Supreme Court
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agreed, they don't have a constitutional
military recruiters (or virtually any other
leg to stand on.
group) from the campus (or even the Law
FLORIDA SENTINEL: DefendSchool) - a decision which would have
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ing the First Amendment does not mean
stretching it beyond all recognition to
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justify unrelated actions. Law schools,
an
of all institutions, should know better.
y such decision would open up the
entire
LA TIMES: First, how could the
University to a loss of all federal
nation's top law schools, overflowing
binds under the Solomon Amendment,
with brilliant legal scholars, have agreed " is almost nonsensical to even discuss it
to make such an absurd argument? .... ' 'n tbe article.

Responding to Prof.
Misdirected Anger
criticizing Nota Bene, as objective
The editors of Nota Bene feel
reporting of the involved parties is the
the need to respond to Professor John
duty
of a newspaper.
Banzhaf's submitted guest column.
The same argument can be used
Actual stories in the paper are written
in
regards
to Prof. Banzhaf's fifth point
by staff members who are contracted
which
is,
again,
included in his article
by Nota Bene to do so. Unsolicited ar
criticizing
a
newspaper
for doing its job
ticles submitted by members of the GW
or
reporting
the
opinions
of the parties
Law community are included as guest
involved.
columns and may or may not reflect the
Yet again, in addressing point
opinions of Nota Bene, or the GW Law
six,
we
point out to Prof. Banzhaf that
students, staff and administration.
NSLA's statement is
Before diving into the
the belief of NSLA,
numbered issues which Prof. >jOTA BENE EDITORIAL BOARD
and
not Nota Bene,
Banzhaf raises, it should
so
any
contradictions
be noted that while Prof.
therein
are not the
Banzhaf may consider the
adoptions
of
the
paper,
nor
are we at
Lambda Law article to be the "only hard
fault
or
responsible
for
them,
but
rather
news article," that does not make it so.
are doing our job.
The issue also contained other timely
Because we at Nota Bene take our
news stories. While their content may
jobs
and
this paper seriously, we chose to
not, to Prof. Banzhaf, appear to be par
address
Prof.
Banzhaf's submitted col
ticularly compelling, that does not make
umn,
which
we
feel contains a good bit
them any less newsworthy.
of
misdirected
anger
and a fundamental
Regarding point one, Nota Bene
misunderstanding
of
some basic jour
apologizes for overlooking any misspell
nalistic
principles,
including
objective
ings and incorrect abbreviations in the
reporting
of
both
sides
of
an
issue
from
article. This is unprofessional and we
the
perspectives
of
those
involved.
will work to reduce these mistakes in the
We acknowledge that a few edit
future through more thorough editing.
ing
mistakes
slipped through the cracks,
On point two, Prof. Banzhaf
and
for
that
we
take responsibility and
actually agrees and basically restates
apologize.
the information contained in the ar
Perhaps if Prof. Banzhaf spent
ticle, though in stronger words. While
more
time encouraging his students to
the article stated "the argument was
become
involved in extra curricular ac
not found to be compelling," Banzhaf
tivities, such as Nota Bene, providing us
merely adds that "it was anything but."
with a large enough staff to cover more
While we appreciate Prof. Banzhaf's
concurrence, Nota Bene tries to refrain
events, or encouraged students to be
from editorializing, so having used the
involved in things Prof. Banzhaf deems
phrase "anything but [compelling]" in
worthy of being called "hard news," we
our article would have been unprofes
could avoid a few of the issues raised.
sional. Prof. Banzhaf then listed multiple
It is unfortunate Prof. Banzhaf fails to
sources which described the incident,
see the newsworthiness of school events
which Nota Bene did not feel the need
such as speakers, awards to professors,
to include in our original article, as the
and etc., but this does not serve as a
article was not done as a feature in which
substantive argument against our paper,
we detailed the history of the debate, but
but rather Prof. Banzhaf emphasizing
rather a news story covering the situation
his personal preferences.
specifically occurring on our campus and
Further, our features and edito
detailing the opinions of those directly
rial pages are reserved for anything
involved.
potentially of interest to law students,
Regarding point three, while the
including "fantasy football, Iran, the
sentence is somewhat awkward and
Holocaust, and Jena". We cover events
perhaps could have been written differ
like this because we believe our students
ently to provide more clarity, it is not
have interests outside of the law and
incoherent, nor is itgrammatically incor
that, further, issues such as Jena are
rect. Further, Nota Bene believes that its
legally relevant issues. We are not a law
readers, the vast majority of whom are
journal. We are a newspaper. We cover
law students and professors at our top tier
more than legal issues.
school, are capable of understanding the
Prof. Banzhaf then asks "whether
meaning behind the sentence, as we all
and to what extent" the "embarrassing
frequently dissect much more convoluted
admission" of the previous Nota Bene
statutes and court opinions.
staff is still true.
In regards to point four, Lambda
Our response would be that there
Law, or any other organization, is en
is always much improvement that can be
titled to its opinion, which we print in
made, and we encourage Prof. Banzhaf
Nota Bene regardless of whether we
and anyone else to contribute their time
agree or whether it is factually correct.
and efforts to Nota Bene in the form of
This is an issue Prof. Banzhaf would do
guest submitted columns or by joining
better raising to Lambda Law specifi
the staff to help improve it, rather than
cally, and not in his submitted column
sling misdirected accusations.

Response

Because the underlying issues of
military recruiters on campus, and of the
military's policy regarding those who are
openly homosexual -are issues on which I
have not expressed any view -are serious
ones, they deserve to be discussed clearly
and accurately so that law students will
be fully informed.
If Nota Bene spent more time not
only on reporting hard news, but also on
clearly and accurately reporting it -rather
than devoting so much of its limited space

and resources to non-legal issues not di
rectly involving the Law School like fantasy
football, Iran, the Holocaust, and Jena
- they might better serve the law students
who subsidize the publication.
Several years ago, the Nota Bene
Editorial Board itself admitted that "the
paper continued to suck." The "Lamda
(sic) Law Protests NLSA's (sic) Job Fair"
article raises the question of whether and
to what extent its own embarrassing admis
sion is still true.

